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September Regional Grail Group / Circle meeting 

Why this meeting? 
In October 2012, the Grail Council adopted a proposition to improve consultation with the movement.  Within 
that proposition the Council encourages every Grail member to meet face-to-face twice a year with other 
members in a Grail Circle to discuss national/international issues of common concern.  We want any Grail 
member to be able to voice a concern about an area of Grail life and/or to suggest issues for broader discussion in 
the movement at large.  The council wants to hear from groups so that members continue to have a voice in and 
shape the direction of the movement. 

What are we asked to do? 
For this second “business “ meeting of the circles/groups, we ask that each group focus on the Movement 
Building Scenario approved by members in 2008.  This is the continuation of a larger discussion that we began last 
year to evaluate where we as a Grail movement are and where we may go in the future. 

Within the Movement Building Scenario there are 6 sections: 1) Centers; 2) Grail Groups; 3) Membership; 4) Grail 
Governance; 5) General Assembly and Member Decision-Making; 6) Finances.  You may not have a chance to 
discuss all 6; you might choose to break into groups to focus on specific sections or you might choose only one 
section to discuss.  However, when you look at the section(s) please answer the following questions: 

1) What questions do members of your circle group have about this topic/section? 
2) Where were we [the Grail in the U.S.] when this section was drafted?  
3) Where are we [the Grail in the U.S.] now in relationship to this topic? 
4) What is working? 
5) What is not working? 
6) What is missing? 

In August, a group of current and former Grail Leaders and Directors gathered to use this same process. The  
summaries of our answers to questions 2 and 3 are included to help you get started in your discussion.  A 
complete report of the August “Think Tank” meeting will be available on the web soon. 

September Process Suggestions for a 1-2 hour meeting 
In order to ensure that all voices are heard, circles larger than seven or eight should divide into smaller groups.  
Each group will need a note taker and will need to send answers to the following questions to the National 
office by October 10; copies of the reports from groups will be shared on the web.    

Goals of the process 
1. A reflection and self-assessment of activities – local as well as national –  on the Movement Building 

Scenario  
2. A way to revitalize collective commitment to and consultation on the Goals 
3. Establish an ongoing work as we move towards the next General Assembly in 2014 
4. Information and feedback to the Council about the movement’s questions, perceptions and observations 

 Council and the National Office will pull together what is heard from the movement 

 Next steps, including plans for the February circle meetings, will evolve out of this process 

Possible Opening / Warm-ups:   

 Ask for one sentence from each person about their feelings about the work of the Grail in the US 

 Review or read the key points in the Movement Building Scenario 

 Ask each member to write on a sticky note a question that they have in relation to the Movement Building 
Scenario that they really feel needs to be addressed – make sure that these questions are recorded. 

Possible Closings for Meeting:  

 End with a similar go round (as beginning),  saying one thing more you will commit to do or close the 
meeting with thanks for participation, and a shared reading. 


